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ABSTRACT

This study focuses on language variation in three families with small children in Antwerp, an officially Dutch-speaking large city in Belgium. Language variation is mainly considered here in terms of whether utterances contain local dialect features or not. Phonetic transcriptions of recorded natural family interaction were coded for language variation on an utterance-by-utterance basis. The following distinctions in usage emerge: “local” utterances containing dialect elements tend to be used when older children and adults in the family address each other. “Neutral” forms, which are common all over Flanders, may also be used, whereas “distal” features, which are imports from a Dutch variety outside Flanders, are to be avoided. However, when older children and adults address the younger members of the family, they increase their use of neutral forms, substantially reduce their use of local forms, and occasionally use distal forms. The younger children use mainly utterances categorized as neutral, dependent on who they are addressing. Implications of this variation across family members for language change are discussed.

The study presented in this article adds a new dimension to the small but growing body of corpus-based research on linguistic variation in language use within the family by focusing on the extent to which families with small children use utterances containing local dialect features. The data for this study were collected in the city of Antwerp, the most populated city in the officially Dutch-speaking region of Flanders, Belgium. Speakers of Dutch who are residents of Antwerp use a wide range of variation in their speech, depending on educational background, regional allegiance, context of speaking, age, gender, and a multitude of other, less conspicuous factors.

More than twenty years ago, the sociolinguist Kas Deprez wrote that the city of Antwerp is a diglossic community insofar as standard Dutch tended to be spoken in formal and educational settings and in the media, and the local Antwerp dialect in informal situations (Deprez, 1982; for in-depth descriptions of the Antwerp vowel system and the use of subject pronouns, see Nuyts, 1989 and 1995, respectively). What then was and still is commonly seen as the standard (previously, A.B.N. or Algemeen Beschaafd Nederlands ‘general polite Dutch’), now-
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adays, A.N.) is a fairly new spoken variety in Flanders, which only started to be generally used in Flemish schools between the two World Wars. This oral standard was imposed from above, through the educational system and television and radio, and was and still is generally acknowledged as a necessary instrument for public affairs. Dutch, as written in Flanders, shares the same written standard that is used in the Netherlands.

At this time in history, the situation in the Dutch-speaking community of Antwerp can, however, no longer be described in simple terms of a clear-cut diglossia. It is still true though that in clearly formal settings, such as religious services and public ceremonies, there is hardly any use of elements that are stereotypically seen as belonging exclusively to the dialect. Full-blown dialect use, in which a speaker uses the local Antwerp phonological system, local Antwerp morphosyntax, and typically Antwerpien lexical items to the exclusion of stereotypically standard forms, does appear to be restricted to informal conversation between Antwerp dialect speakers who know each other very well. However, even in informal conversation between Antwerp dialect speakers who know each other very well, less local elements may be used. And quite a few speakers in Antwerp do not use all the features of the Antwerp dialect, but only some of them. For example, many speakers use most of the Antwerp dialect morphosyntactic features, but hardly any of the phonological or lexical ones, although they may show traces from the dialect in their choice of allophones (see also Nuyts, 1989).

Much of the variation in the extent to which speakers from Antwerp use Antwerp dialect forms appears to be related to social class differences, although any systematic studies of this are lacking. However, interviews with middle-class speakers from Antwerp carried out in a study related to the analyses presented in this article contain several references to the use of full-blown Antwerp dialect (plat spreken) as indicative of lack of education (Kuppens, 2003; Kuppens & De Houwer, 2003). The Antwerp dialect itself, then, is not a homogeneous variety, because there is considerable variation between speakers in the specific dialect forms they use. There appears to be a continuum here ranging from “heavy” dialect use, which involves frequent use of the full range of dialectal forms, to “light” dialect use, with a restricted selection of dialect forms. Light dialect users may not even consider themselves as dialect users, but will be clearly identified as such by people who are not from Antwerp.

The fact that speakers may refrain from using elements that are clearly dialect elements does not automatically imply that they are speaking in a more normatively standard way. Often what people in Antwerp and the rest of Flanders nowadays regard as the spoken standard is a type of language use that is heard in formal programs in the media, such as newscasts, and that closely follows pronunciation and other norms that are explicitly taught at school (Kuppens, 2003; Van de Velde & Houtermans, 1999). These norms are historically based on standard usage in the Netherlands (Willemyns, 2003), but more and more the standard speaking norms in Flanders are diverging from the standard speaking norms in the Netherlands. People in Antwerp often consider a standard type of language use too “artificial” for informal interpersonal interaction (Kuppens, 2003).
The alternative for adopting a normative standard way of speaking consists of other forms that are not stereotypically dialect forms, but that do not quite follow the explicit norm either (Willemyns, 2003). The use of such forms is regarded more and more as normal in situations where twenty years ago or so the normative standard would have been expected. At the same time, such forms may also be used in local, interpersonal, and informal interaction.

It is clear, then, that in Antwerp there is a whole range of variation in ways of speaking Dutch. Speakers may use speech features which index one end of the continuum (Antwerp dialect) more than the other (standard), or the other way round. They may also find themselves anywhere in or around the middle of the continuum. For informal face-to-face interaction, however, the continuum would appear to be generally restricted to a range going from heavy use of the local dialect to no use of the local dialect. In this kind of linguistic setting, switching between various ways of speaking is common and expected.

As pointed out previously, variation in Dutch oral usage in Antwerp appears to be determined by a multitude of factors. There is a common perception in Antwerp that people who can only speak the local dialect are uneducated and lower class. This is a common phenomenon in dialect-standard situations in which the instrument of written communication is a standard promoted by the education system, and the dialect, by definition, has little if any written support (see also, e.g., Willemyns, 1997). Certainly, the ability to speak in a less local way is a condition for upward mobility. At the same time, the Antwerp dialect holds a great deal of local prestige, and recent live-audience Antwerp television programs with celebrities speaking about Antwerp history drew huge middle-class crowds who applauded loudly when the actors occasionally used strong dialect forms. Older people from Antwerp, including individuals from professional elites, tend to strongly support the dialect (while at the same time recognizing the need for a more standard way of speaking). Young male teenagers use the dialect as a marker of strength and toughness (again a common finding in dialect-standard continuum settings; see, e.g., Lebbe, 1997; Willemyns, 1997). A recent interview study with 30 Dutch adult speakers in Antwerp from various social backgrounds showed a high degree of appreciation for the dialect (Kuppens, 2003; Kuppens & De Houwer, 2003). The few Flemish regional television series that use “real” dialect feature the Antwerp dialect rather than any of the many other Flemish dialects. The prestige of the Antwerp dialect, both within Antwerp and beyond, as well as the generally positive attitudes towards it that can be currently noticed, appear not to have changed much from the positive attitudes evident in the late 1970s and early 1980s, as described in Deprez (1984), Deprez and De Schutter (1981), and Willemyns (1981).

The Antwerp dialect, then, is very much alive. Although it may be used on occasion in various more public settings, and certainly is used a lot between locals who know each other well, it has the most chance of being used in private conversations with people with which one is intimate.

The bond between parents and children would appear to be one of the most intimate bonds there is, and the expectation for family discourse when only fam-
ily members are present would be that mainly dialect forms are used, especially in lower- and lower-middle-class families. This expectation corresponds with the fact that in educational practice, it is generally assumed that most children, but particularly children from lower- and lower-middle-class backgrounds, need to learn the standard at school because they do not hear it at home. Consequently, at school, much time is spent on teaching children how to use “proper” nondialect ways of speaking, although teachers may use the dialect a lot in nondidactic asides (for earlier observational studies documenting this for Antwerp, see Van de Craen, 1985, and Verbruggen, Stroobants, & Rijmenans, 1985).

In the last few years, however, informal observation in public places, such as supermarkets and restaurants, has repeatedly shown that in conversations between obvious family members, the parents address each other fully in Antwerp dialect, but switch to much less strongly dialect forms when addressing their young children. This switching behavior is surprising within a context in which dialect use is assumed to generally mark informality and intimacy. Is contact between parents and children not to be seen as informal and intimate? Perhaps not when parents address their children in a public place. But this does not explain why parents still have no problem in addressing their partner in the dialect, even when they are in a public place. Clearly, the phenomenon of less dialect usage with young family members warrants further investigation. Is the use of fewer dialect features in speech addressed to young children also a feature of family discourse in the most private of spheres, namely, home interaction? And if so, what are the implications?

This article explores these issues on the basis of several phonetic transcripts of actual family discourse in families with young children in Antwerp.

**METHOD**

**Participants and procedure**

The participants for this study were three lower-middle-class two-parent families with at least a four-year-old child. All families resided in the city of Antwerp at the time of data collection. They were recruited through Antwerp nursery schools by university students in the framework of a larger study on children’s language development and socialization through language, which was also the goal of the study as stated to parents. All parents and children were born and raised in Antwerp and had not lived anywhere else. In interviews with the student research assistants prior to actual data collection, all mothers confirmed that they were able to speak the local Antwerp dialect and used it on a daily basis with their husbands and other familiar adults (mothers were not asked what they used with children in order not to unduly influence later data collection).

The data for this study consist of audio recordings of naturally occurring family interaction. This interaction was recorded in each family home in the absence of investigators, using an inobtrusive, high-quality cassette tape recorder with multidirectional microphone. The recordings were made at approximately the
same time for all families (recordings were made with at most a week’s time

difference). All parents signed waivers allowing the recorded interactions to be

used for scientific analysis.

The recordings involve both multiparty and dyadic home interactions between

various parties: the four-year-old target child, the child’s mother, the child’s fa-

ther; an older and/or younger sibling, and visitors. In the following, we will refer
to each family in terms of the target child: the Dieter family is the boy Dieter’s
family, the Kim family is the girl Kim’s family, and the Katrien family is the girl
Katrien’s family. For each family, the total duration of recordings was approxi-
mately three hours (recorded over three days within the same week).

During the recordings, the four-year-old target child was always present. For
the material that will be analyzed in this article, the children’s mothers were
present almost all the time as well. In both the Dieter and Kim families there was
also one preverbal baby sibling present most of the time. For the Katrien and Kim
families there was usually an older sibling present as well (Katrien family: five-
year-old sister; Kim family: seven-year-old brother). Fathers were occasionally
present in the recorded material for the Dieter and Katrien families. Dieter’s
family had a four-year-old friend visiting for about half the time, and during the
recording for Katrien’s family, a female adult visitor was briefly present.

Even if, at the beginning of each recording, adult participants might have been
somewhat shy or otherwise influenced by the recording equipment, the highly
diverse types of interactions recorded, and the fact that young children’s needs
had to be attended to, can be taken to mean that the recorded interaction is quite
close to what actually happens in these families when interactions are not being
recorded.

Transcription

All material on the audio recordings was phonetically transcribed using a fairly

narrow transcription. The phonetic transcription format used is UNIBET, as de-
developed by Steven Gillis for Dutch, an ASCII adaptation of the IPA format
(MacWhinney, 1995). Each utterance also received an orthographic transcript
line. Where relevant, comment lines were inserted. The transcription format
followed the chat-format as used in CHILDES, the Child Language Data Ex-
change System (MacWhinney, 1995; MacWhinney & Snow, 1985).

An example of the UNIBET format is shown in (1), with a ‘translation’ in IPA
below it and an English gloss.

(1) Example of original Dutch UNIBET ASCII phonetic transcription format (in bold)

% pho: wEl@k spEl@J@ hEp j@ G@spelt

IPA welok spelolj ep jg spelt

English gloss ‘what-game-have-you-played?’

For more samples of what the transcriptions look like, see (2), (3), and (4). For
clarity’s sake, the UNIBET phonetic transcriptions have been substituted by IPA
lines and English glosses. The original orthographic transcription lines and any
comment lines appear in bold.
(2) Sample transcript from Dieter family (MOT = mother; CHI = Dieter)
*MOT: welk spelletje heb je gespeeld?
IPA welɔk spelletaʃ ʃe ʒe ʒepselD
English gloss ‘what-game-have-you-played?’
*CHI: van de pjings.
IPA vAn ɗo pjins
English gloss ‘of-the-p(en)guins’
*MOT: de pinguins?
IPA ɗo pinywins
English gloss ‘the-p(en)guins?’
*MOT: wat (h)ebde dan gespeeld?
IPA wa d ɗe ʒe ʒepselD
English gloss ‘what-haveyou-then-played?’
%com: de moeder lacht
comment: mother laughs
*CHI: zo.
IPA zo
English gloss ‘like this’
%com: je hoort Dieter springen
comment: you can hear Dieter jump up and down

(3) Sample transcript from Katrien family (ZUS = older sister; CHI = Katrien)
(pretend role play)
*CHI: en gij # gij huilde en ik kwam direct naar u.
IPA en ɗe: ɗe: ɦeルド ɗe ɲ ik kwam ɗirekt naɾ y
English gloss ‘and-you-you-cried-and-I-came-directly-to-you’
*CHI: en wat ga ik zegge(n) wa(t) is er kind?
IPA en wata ɗa: ik zeγø wa is ɗe kint
English gloss ‘and-what-go-I-say-what-is-it-child?’
*ZUS: nu moete gij fruitjes gaan (h)ale(n).
IPA ny mutø ɗe: freʃ ɗøs ɡaːn aːlD
English gloss ‘now-must-you-fruits-go-get’
*ZUS: liefst xxx.
IPA lifst
English gloss ‘preferably-xxx’
*CHI: en gij weende.
IPA en ɗe: wendo
English gloss ‘and-you-cried’
%com: de zus doet alsof ze weent
comment: sister pretending to be crying

(4) Sample transcript from Kim family (BRO = older brother; CHI = Kim)
(pretend play)
*BRO: kom eruit.
IPA kom ɭɾut
English gloss ‘come-it-out’
*CHI: waarom?
IPA waɾoːm
English gloss ‘why?’
Because of the large overlap between a dialect and other varieties of the same reference language, such as the standard, many elements belong to both the dialect and to the other varieties at the same time. Thus, for example, there is a large portion of the lexicon that is shared between the Antwerp dialect and other varieties of Dutch, including the oral standard as presently used in Flanders (e.g., ‘de was doen’ = to do the laundry; ‘schoonheid’ = beauty; ‘binnen’ = inside). Also, for instance, most of the consonant phonemes are the same. Word order within complex noun phrases follows the same pattern, with an article or pronoun followed by one or more adjectives, and then finally the head noun. Many more examples can be found.

Much of what dialect speakers say, then, will not be restricted to just the dialect. Even monodialectal speakers who speak no other variety than the Antwerp dialect will often produce utterances that could have been produced by other Flemish speakers of Dutch who do not speak the Antwerp dialect. Such utterances do not mark the speaker as a person who speaks the Antwerp dialect, nor as a speaker who does not speak the Antwerp dialect. In other words, these utterances are neutral as to the specific variety of Dutch that a speaker could be identified with. At most, these utterances would give away the fact that a speaker is
from around Antwerp, because of the use of a regional Antwerp accent (even standard Dutch speakers from Antwerp who do not speak Antwerp dialect may have somewhat of an accent that identifies them as being from around Antwerp).

As described in the beginning of this article, Antwerp dialect speakers may choose to make use of only a portion of the typically Antwerp dialect features. Such speakers will most likely use even more utterances that contain no typically Antwerp dialect features. Again, these utterances are “neutral” in the sense that they do not “betray” people as dialect speakers.

One specifically Antwerp dialect feature in an utterance is enough to identify a speaker as a dialect speaker. Two or three such features per utterance are even more evidence, of course. The number of typically dialect features per utterance and the specific types of dialect features used may identify a speaker as a heavy or light dialect speaker. However, the aim of the present study is not to make comparisons between heavy and light dialect usage in family interaction, but to investigate the variation between any dialect use in an utterance (whatever the extent) and no dialect use. Thus, as explained in more detail later, the basic coding distinction made is one between local utterances and neutral utterances. There are also a few utterances that were coded as distal or combination utterances. These codes were applied on the basis of specific features within each fully transcribed utterance in the corpus (hence the term “feature code”).

An utterance containing at least one feature that is clearly marked as Antwerp dialect is coded as local, regardless of whether the rest of the utterance is neutral, as in example (5). An utterance with more than one dialect feature is also coded local. It was decided to use the term “local” for these utterances rather than “dialect” to specify that, indeed, there may be quite a few neutral features in the utterances as well, while at the same time the dialect feature(s) in it carry a local flavor. In an explanation line underneath the coding line in the transcript, the features are noted which led to the coding decision. Any dialect feature on the allophonic or segmental phonological level, the lexical level, or the morphosyntactic level counted towards the “local” code. The Appendix lists all the features that were present in the corpus that were coded as local.

(5) Ik zen weg ‘I’m off’

The finite verb form ‘zen’, used as the first-person singular form of the copula, present tense, is highly marked as coming from the Antwerp region. The neutral or standard form would be ‘ben’. Subject pronoun, word order, and final adverb are variety-neutral.

In principle, each utterance in the corpus that did not contain at least one clearly (Antwerp) dialect feature was coded as neutral. Basically, an utterance coded as neutral could be used anywhere in informal contexts throughout Flanders. An example of such a neutral utterance is example (6).

(6) Da was plezant ‘that was fun’

‘Da’ shows typical informal final ‘t’-deletion; ‘plezant’ is an adjective hardly ever used in the Netherlands, but very common all over Flanders with a stable meaning and form. The past copula ‘was’ is the same for Antwerp dialect, the standard, and any other variety of Dutch.
As coding proceeded, a few features appeared in the corpus that were quite clearly not dialect elements, and that coders did not see as neutral, especially because in each case a neutral informal alternative existed. Typically, the features in question are elements that somewhat older speakers in Flanders would consider to be imports from the Netherlands, and that were extremely rare in informal usage in Flanders until about twenty years ago; see example (7). These features, then, are really departures from local or even neutral usage. The utterances in which such features occurred and in which no dialect features appeared were labelled “distal” utterances to indicate the distance between the imported features and the local dialect base. Although, in principle, allophonic or phonological features could be coded as distal as well (such as the realization of the written form ‘schr’ as [sr], with nonrealization of the fricative between /s/ and /r/), no such usage was present in the corpus under discussion. The Appendix lists all the features that were present in the corpus that were coded as distal.

(7) Jij bent stout. ‘You are naughty’

The subject pronoun ‘jij’ and the specific form of the second-person singular copula, present tense, were, until the late 1970s, restricted to part of the spoken media and a small group of people who used the syntagm in more formal circumstances; ‘jij bent’ was considered to be “Hollands” (from Holland) and is still considered that way by many speakers in Flanders over 40 years old. It is a form that does not exist in any dialect close to the Antwerp region. The word ‘stout’ is shared by the Antwerp dialect and less local varieties of Dutch, including the standard.

There are also utterances that contain both a local and a distal feature. These utterances get a separate combination code.

At this time, the coding decisions have been made based on the various coders’ personal knowledge of and experience with the varieties involved. Arguably, the list of features now coded as dialect features should in fact be expanded, because in deciding on a particular code a fairly conservative position was taken, where, in case of doubt as to whether a feature should be considered as dialect or not, it was decided not to code it as dialect. Just how generalizable these coding decisions will turn out to be, remains to be seen. What is important, however, is that the coding procedure was consistent for the entire corpus, which means that any variation found within the corpus refers to a real difference in usage.

Material for analysis

Many more utterances were transcribed than will be discussed in this article. Full utterance-by-utterance feature coding has been completed for about a third of the corpus available for each family. It is this portion of the material that will be analyzed in this article. An overview of the subcorpus can be found in Table 1.

As is clear from Table 1, a lot more talk went on in Katrien’s family than in the other two families. Rather than opt for an approach in which the same (arbitrary) number of utterances is analyzed for each family, the decision was made to follow as ecologically valid a method as possible, in which the potential differences between the families would not be artificially reduced. Hence, the decision to
look at material from all three families that was recorded in the time frame of one hour per family. The balance in the number of recorded utterances for each family is the same for the other portions of the corpus, that is, in Katrien’s family there is more than twice as much talk as there is in either Dieter’s or Kim’s family, and the Dieter and Kim families are about equally verbose. In other words, the subcorpus to be analyzed in this article is representative of the entire corpus as far as its quantitative basis is concerned. In addition, the interactional contexts recorded in the subcorpus are fairly typical for the corpus as a whole, and coincide with information about each target child’s usual social interaction at home that was gained through questionnaires filled out by the target children’s mothers. Thus, the fact that in Dieter’s family a four-year-old friend was present is not unusual for this family. In the Kim and Katrien families, however, friends hardly ever come over to play (and do not feature in the recordings either). Instead, Kim and Katrien usually spend time at home with their respective older siblings. Kim’s father is hardly ever at home (he is an international truck driver), whereas in Katrien’s and Dieter’s family the fathers are regularly at home and see the children every day. In all families, primary care at home is taken on by the mothers, although all the mothers have full-time jobs.

All in all, then, the subcorpus analyzed here is most likely a good representation of the family interactions that typically take place in the three families that are being studied here.

**ANALYSES AND RESULTS**

**Overall characterization of the corpus**

The 3,050 utterances available for analysis (see Table 1) are distributed over the three main speaker types as follows: adults ($N = 1,085$ utterances), four-year-olds ($N = 1,231$ utterances), and older siblings ($N = 734$ utterances). (The younger siblings hardly ever produce understandable speech.) There is no question, then, that the children in the families under investigation have plenty of oppor-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Utterances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dieter family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrien family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of recorded utterances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nonlinguistic vocalizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of utterances not clear enough for transcription and coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of utterances available for analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tunity to talk. In fact, all children together produce nearly twice as much speech on the recordings than do the adults.

The four-year-olds are beyond the age at which limited length of utterance is a stereotypical feature (see, e.g., Brown, 1973; De Houwer & Gillis, 1998). This may explain why the average length in words per utterance by adults, four-year-olds, and older siblings is the same, that is, four. All three speaker groups produce both very short and quite long utterances (for examples of the latter, see examples (8) and (9)). Long utterances coded as local often contain just one dialect feature, and occasionally more than one. All speaker groups carry out a range of speech acts, and no particular speech act is restricted to a specific speaker group. Children, as well as adults, carry out orders, complain, engage in brief narrations, ask information questions, carry out requests, make evaluative statements, and so forth. It is impossible to predict which utterance was produced by what type of speaker on the basis of length characteristics or type of speech act.

(8) example of a fairly long utterance by four-year-old Katrien
*CHI: a(ls) gj gezegd (h)ebt da(t) ben kik nie(t).
English gloss ‘if-you-said-have-then-am-I-not’

(9) example of a fairly long utterance by Kim’s mother
*MOT: (da(t) mag)(l) maa(r) da(t) moogt ge nie(t) kapot knippen (h)e.
English gloss ‘that’s-fine-but-that-may-you-not-broken-cut-OK (tag)’

When we turn to an analysis of the feature codes, a first major finding is that over two-thirds of the fully transcribed utterances in the corpus are neutral utterances. Only 27% were coded as local, that is, as containing at least one Antwerp dialect feature. This means that, contrary to expectation, at home, Antwerp dialect does not constitute the main way of speaking in the three families under investigation. Even if it is argued that some features now coded as neutral are really more local, and the large number of utterances now coded as neutral (68%) goes down to, say, 58%, it is still not the case that the majority of utterances are in the local dialect. It must be noted, however, that the use of distal features (which are very clearly nonlocal) is quite low (4%). Utterances combining local and distal features account for a meager 1% (33 utterances from a total of 3,050).

Although, in absolute numbers, adults produce most of the 33 combination utterances, the relative use of combination utterances is virtually the same across the three types of speakers. This also holds for the utterances coded as distal. The overall proportions of use of the local and neutral utterances, which constitute the bulk of the corpus, shows a very different picture however. Proportionately, the adults use nearly twice as many local utterances as do the four-year-olds (36% vs. 17%). These proportions are fairly stable across the three families for the adults (range: 34% to 39%), but somewhat less stable for the four-year-olds (range: 11% to 23%). It follows from these results for the local utterances that the four-year-olds use many more neutral utterances than do the adults (see Table 2). The differences between the four-year-olds and the adults in the usage patterns are statistically significant (chi-square = 116.18; p < .01).
For the two older siblings together, the local utterances account for 31% of all their utterances. This would appear to represent somewhat of a middle position between the four-year-olds and the adults were it not that there are huge interindividual differences between the two older siblings, with a percentage of 19% local utterances for the 5-year-old girl in the Katrien family, and a very high 56% for the 7-year-old boy in the Kim family. Certainly, the two older siblings cannot be seen or treated as a group. We return to the 7-year-old boy’s language use later on.

As a major finding, we have seen that adults and four-year-olds differ substantially from each other in their relative use of local versus neutral utterances. However, this is not the whole story. There are also differences in language use depending on who is being addressed. We turn to these differences in the next section.

**Type of utterance and addressee**

The fact that adults use local utterances in about a third of their utterances does not mean that every third utterance is a local one. In fact, the use of local versus neutral utterances by the adults in the families appears to be quite strongly influenced by who they are addressing. When adults address other adults, they tend to do so using a local utterance rather than a neutral utterance (58% vs. 39%). At the same time, when adults address anyone else at home, they use many more neutral utterances than local utterances. There are statistically highly significant differences between utterance choice with adults, on the one hand, and each of the three other categories of addressees, on the other (p < .01 in all three cases): a four-year-old (chi-square = 14.62), an older child (chi-square = 9.65), or everybody present at once, including the children (chi-square = 19.95). There are no statistical differences between any of the three child addressee categories. The data supporting this are presented in Table 3 (note that the total of the utterances listed here does not add up to 1,085, because only those utterances were considered for which the addressee(s) could be unambiguously determined). Also, in the fairly limited number of adult utterances addressed to a preverbal child (61 in total), there are twice as many neutral utterances as local ones.

Another difference between adult–adult interaction and interactions involving a child is that any distal utterances used by the adults (41 in total) are addressed exclusively to children, and not to another adult. When four-year-olds use distals, they show no particular distinction in terms of addressee.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percentage of Local Utterances</th>
<th>Percentage of Neutral Utterances</th>
<th>All Utterances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-year-olds</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the two older siblings together, the local utterances account for 31% of all their utterances. This would appear to represent somewhat of a middle position between the four-year-olds and the adults were it not that there are huge interindividual differences between the two older siblings, with a percentage of 19% local utterances for the 5-year-old girl in the Katrien family, and a very high 56% for the 7-year-old boy in the Kim family. Certainly, the two older siblings cannot be seen or treated as a group. We return to the 7-year-old boy’s language use later on.

As a major finding, we have seen that adults and four-year-olds differ substantially from each other in their relative use of local versus neutral utterances. However, this is not the whole story. There are also differences in language use depending on who is being addressed. We turn to these differences in the next section.

**Type of utterance and addressee**

The fact that adults use local utterances in about a third of their utterances does not mean that every third utterance is a local one. In fact, the use of local versus neutral utterances by the adults in the families appears to be quite strongly influenced by who they are addressing. When adults address other adults, they tend to do so using a local utterance rather than a neutral utterance (58% vs. 39%). At the same time, when adults address anyone else at home, they use many more neutral utterances than local utterances. There are statistically highly significant differences between utterance choice with adults, on the one hand, and each of the three other categories of addressees, on the other (p < .01 in all three cases): a four-year-old (chi-square = 14.62), an older child (chi-square = 9.65), or everybody present at once, including the children (chi-square = 19.95). There are no statistical differences between any of the three child addressee categories. The data supporting this are presented in Table 3 (note that the total of the utterances listed here does not add up to 1,085, because only those utterances were considered for which the addressee(s) could be unambiguously determined). Also, in the fairly limited number of adult utterances addressed to a preverbal child (61 in total), there are twice as many neutral utterances as local ones.

Another difference between adult–adult interaction and interactions involving a child is that any distal utterances used by the adults (41 in total) are addressed exclusively to children, and not to another adult. When four-year-olds use distals, they show no particular distinction in terms of addressee.
However, four-year-olds do make some distinction between adults and children in their use of local versus neutral utterances, although the differences here are far less marked than was the case for adult speech. Four-year-olds always use more neutral utterances than local ones, regardless of who they are addressing (this was not the case for the adults). But in addressing adults, four-year-olds use relatively more neutral utterances than they do when they are addressing other children, and, conversely, they use more local utterances when speaking to same-age or older children than when addressing adults (weakly significant at the $p = .05$ level; chi-square $= 6.32$). When four-year-olds are speaking to everyone present, including adults, their relative use of local and neutral utterances, on the whole, resembles how they speak when talking to adults (see Table 4; note that the total of the utterances listed here does not add up to 1,231, because only those utterances were considered for which the addressee(s) could be unambiguously determined).

Finally, the use of distals warrants a separate analysis. After all, distals are recently “imported” and thus, from a historical perspective, are very marked elements. There are 110 utterances in the entire corpus that contain a distal feature and no local dialect elements. Most of these distal utterances are either used by a four-year-old (40% of 110) or addressed to a four-year-old (an additional 56% of 110). Adults do use distal utterances as well (37% of all distals), but as

| Table 3: Addressee-relatedness of local, neutral, and distal utterances as used by adults |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Utterance Type  | Local (%)       | Neutral (%)     | Distal (%)      | Number of Utterances by Adults |
| Directed to adults | 58              | 39              | —              | 94                           |
| Directed to a four-year-old | 34              | 59              | 5              | 356                          |
| Directed to everyone       | 31              | 63              | 4              | 301                          |
| Directed to an older child | 38              | 60              | 4              | 162                          |

| Table 4: Addressee-relatedness of local, neutral, and distal utterances as used by four-year-olds |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Utterance Type  | Local (%)       | Neutral (%)     | Distal (%)      | Number of Utterances by 4-year-olds |
| Directed to adults | 14              | 83              | 4              | 359                           |
| Directed to everyone       | 17              | 79              | 4              | 350                          |
| Directed to another child  | 21              | 73              | 5              | 328                          |
noted before, they address them exclusively to children, and mainly to four-year-olds or younger siblings. Sixteen distal utterances are addressed to an adult. Thirteen of these were spoken by a four-year-old. The main context of use for distal utterances, then, is conversation involving four-year-olds, either as speaker, or as addressee.

So far, not much has been said about the two older siblings in the Katrien and Kim families, except that they differ vastly from each other in the relative use of local versus neutral utterances. Arguably, however, the older sibling in the Katrien family is not really to be considered older. She is, after all, only about a year older than her four-year-old sister. She also exhibits a language use pattern that is very similar to that of her sister’s. Kim’s older sibling, Kenneth, however, is three years older than her and is the only speaker in the corpus who uses more local than neutral utterances (56% as compared to 41%). In the next section we take a closer look at the language use patterns in Kim’s family to see how Kenneth’s relatively unusual language use fits in.

**Language use patterns in the Kim family**

When we look at the interactions specifically addressed to either the four-year-old Kim, her seven-year-old brother Kenneth, and Kim’s mother (rather than to everyone present or the baby), we see very clear addressee-influenced patterns for the language used by Kenneth and his mother (see Table 5). They use many more neutral utterances to Kim than they do to each other, and they use far fewer local utterances to Kim than they do to each other. Kenneth also addresses his mother much more often by means of a local utterance than his mother does when she addresses Kenneth, although Kenneth’s mother does not say much to Kenneth (32 utterances in total). Kenneth’s high proportion of local utterances, then, is not an across-the-board phenomenon, but can be explained as a function of the addressee. Also, his particular choices follow the direction previously identified for the adults in the corpus, who address each other more with a local utterance than with a neutral utterance, and who address children more with a neutral utterance than with a local utterance. Kim herself uses approximately the same proportion of local utterances to either her mother or her brother, although the total number of utterances she directs at her brother (68) is not large enough to make any conclusive statements here.

The preference for more local forms in conversations between Kenneth and his mother is confirmed by the fact that, in addressing each other, Kenneth and his mother never use a distal utterance. However, they each do use distal utterances when addressing Kim (the mother does this once, Kenneth seven times). Kim uses distal utterances regardless of who she is addressing (eight such utterances with her brother, four with her mother).

On the whole, then, seven-year-old Kenneth resembles the adults more than he does the other children, both in the way he speaks himself, and in the way he is addressed.
The results from this observational study of home discourse in three Antwerp lower-middle-class families clearly show that there is a lot of variation in the way family members speak. Their utterances may contain local dialect features, or highly marked, “imported” features, and anything in between. Clearly, local elements are far from being in the majority. The generalizability of this finding is, of course, not clear. However, the fact that three lower-middle-class families from different parts of the city, who did not know each other but show the same patterns of use, suggests that the patterns found are not unusual.

This study, then, does not confirm the general perception that, at home, people in Antwerp speak the local dialect. They do so on occasion, but they use more standard, region-neutral features as well, and they do this most of the time, that is, in at least two-thirds of their utterances.

Another clear result from this study is that not all family members speak the same way. The four-year-old children always use more neutral than local utterances, regardless of who they are speaking to, but they use proportionately slightly more neutral utterances when addressing adults than they do when addressing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressee</th>
<th>Speaker: Kim</th>
<th>Kenneth</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>68 utterances</td>
<td>131 utterances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 (24%*)</td>
<td>22 (17%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>52 (76%*)</td>
<td>109 (83%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressee</th>
<th>Speaker: Kenneth</th>
<th>Kim</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>84 utterances</td>
<td>100 utterances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27 (32%*)</td>
<td>79 (79%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>57 (68%*)</td>
<td>21 (21%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressee</th>
<th>Speaker: Mother</th>
<th>Kim</th>
<th>Kenneth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>77 utterances</td>
<td>32 utterances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 (25%*)</td>
<td>17 (53%*)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>58 (75%*)</td>
<td>15 (47%*)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The totals that these percentages are based on are too low for the percentages to have much value; they are to be interpreted as indicative only.
other children. The adults use local dialect elements about twice as often as the children, with the exception of a seven-year-old, who uses proportionately many more dialect elements than any one else. Furthermore, the use of local versus more neutral utterances is dependent on who any one speaker is addressing. This is particularly clear for the adults and the seven-year-old, who use many more local than neutral utterances when addressing adults, and who use many more neutral than local utterances when addressing children. In a recent attitude study, several additional Antwerp parents were interviewed about how they speak to young children (Kuppens, 2003; Kuppens & De Houwer, 2003). They confirmed that they tend to avoid dialect use in speaking to children. When asked about their reasons for this, they indicated that dialect use was not fitting for young children and that children needed to learn to speak in more standard, nondialect ways because this would help them at school. They also feared that dialect use in young children would interfere with their learning of more standard ways of speaking.

Specifically, supraregional elements (the “distal” utterances) are used almost exclusively in adult–child or child–child interaction. Adults do not use these with each other, and the seven-year-old only uses them in addressing his younger sister. Linguistically, then, the seven-year-old behaves much like an adult. Whether this behavior is typical of boys or children his age growing up in similar circumstances cannot be ascertained, but the main point is that through the linguistic choices made by the seven-year-old and the adults in the corpus, preschool-age children are put in different linguistic positions from the rest of the family. This is in accordance with the fact that in supermarkets, restaurants, parks, and other public places parents address each other using many local dialect elements, but switch to more obviously region-neutral forms when talking to small children. Family discourse, then, is not necessarily homogeneous, even in a monolingual setting (see also Hazen, 2002).

In a historical comparison between the Antwerp dialect vowel system in the beginning of the 20th century and the 1980s, Nuyts (1989) noted that the range of phonological variation had changed in the direction of the more standard Dutch vowel system. The linguistic variation that exists in families with young children may be an important link in helping to explain this kind of language change. In Antwerp, the traditional bastion of the dialect, and the place par excellence through which the dialect is transmitted to the next generation (namely, the home), is not just cracking at the seams, but has been largely overtaken by nondialect usage. When parent-couples talk amongst each other, they still align themselves more with the dialect than with other, more region-neutral ways of speaking. However, by introducing more of these region-neutral forms in conversations with young children, these same parents choose to first socialize their young offspring mainly in forms that are not specifically local Antwerp dialect. Thus, the adults are opening the door to more language change. In any event, they are making it appear quite normal not to use much dialect at home.

The observational findings for Antwerp confirm survey findings from other dialect regions in the Dutch-speaking area that have suggested that parents address
each other more in the dialect than they do in conversations with their children (see, e.g., Hagen, 1986; see also Willemyns, 1997). Whether this will eventually lead to the disappearance or restructuring of the dialect is another matter, however. Perhaps as children grow older, parents gradually increase the number of local utterances, thereby affecting their children’s ways of speaking at home at a time that children start to have to use the standard away from home, namely, at school. This would constitute the best of both worlds, as it were, with the children having some knowledge of region-neutral ways of speaking, which they need for academic achievement and to become full-fledged members of society, while the local dialect, with its high local prestige and high symbolic value as an in-group identity marker, remains in place as a valued alternative mode of communication.

The fact that the oldest child in the sample, seven-year-old Kenneth, was addressed by his mother using relatively more local utterances than she used to her four-year-old suggests that parents may indeed adjust their levels of local-neutral variation in speaking to children as children grow older. The developmental psycholinguistics literature on child-directed speech (CDS) acknowledges that changes over time in how children are addressed by adults are quite common (see, e.g., Gallaway & Richards, 1994). In the field of child language, however, the major changes referred to concern changes in overall intonation patterns, lexical choice (within one variety), morphosyntactic complexity, and the length of utterances, whereby the typical CDS register slowly gives way to an informal register that could also be used with adults. Changes in language variety have so far not featured in the developmental psycholinguistics literature on CDS, but then most work on CDS has been limited to studies of monovarietal families.

Right now, there are insufficient data to determine whether, in fact, parents do adjust their levels of local-neutral variation in speaking to children as children grow older. The less they do so, however, the more they will be contributing to language change, whereby slowly but steadily, children are socialized in ways of speaking that are less and less local and more and more general. If the dialect is not supported at home, where else is that going to happen?

NOTES
1. The Antwerp cinematographer, Robbe De Hert, is a very notable exception in that he always speaks full-blown Antwerp dialect in media interviews, certainly when the television or radio station is located in Antwerp. (He was once heard on the Flemish radio, where he did insert a few more standard forms in his speech.)
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APPENDIX

UTTERANCE-BY-UTTERANCE FEATURE CODES

Every clearly identifiable utterance is coded as being one out of four types:

L(ocal) = an utterance containing at least one “local” or dialect feature listed under part 1. below, and for the rest only neutral elements (if any)
D(istal) = an utterance containing at least one “distal” feature listed under part 2. below, and for the rest only neutral elements (if any)
C(ombination) = an utterance combining at least one “local” feature listed under part 1. below, at least one “distal” feature listed under part 2. below, and for the rest only neutral features (if any)
N(eutral) = an utterance containing no “local” or “distal” features, but only “neutral” ones

1. Utterances coded as “local” (L) contained at least one of the following:

1.1. Lexical elements that are particularly frequent in Antwerp dialect

1.1.1. Adverbs and particles
merci
amaai
alle
seffens
efkes
zenne/zunne
sè
sebiet
‘wa’ instead of ‘hoezo’
‘der’ instead of ‘er’ at the beginning of sentences (not in combination with a preposition, so really as existential ‘er’)

1.1.2. Nouns, adjectives
ambetant
poppemie
ijskast
chou
paaseike
gast (boy, man)
botterik

1.1.3. Other
‘iet’ instead of ‘iets’
‘goe’ instead of ‘goed’
expression ‘hoe nee?’ to express surprise and ask for explanation
‘(h)iere’ instead of ‘(h)ier’

1.2. Verb phrase morphology and subject pronouns (see Nuysts, 1995, for an in-depth discussion of the peculiarities of Antwerp subject pronouns)

‘(h)edde’ instead of ‘(h)eb je/(h)ebt ge’
‘ee’ [e.] instead of ‘(h)eel’
‘ik + stem + n’ instead of ‘ik + stem’ (or ‘stem + n + ik’ instead of ‘stem + ik’)
‘ik sen (zijn)’ instead of ‘ik ben’
‘gij + stem’ instead of ‘gij + stem + t’
‘ekik’ or ‘kik’ instead of ‘ik’
‘(he)jm’ instead of ‘hij’
modal ‘moet’ instead of ‘wil’
auxiliary ‘hebben’ instead of ‘zijn’
auxiliary ‘zijn’ instead of ‘hebben’
‘had geweest’ instead of ‘zou geweest zijn’
stem + t/d for imperative instead of just stem (singular) (this t/d is probably to be interpreted as an enclitic second person singular)
double pronoun as in ‘ik denk ik’
enclitic ‘de’ or ‘t’ or ‘te’ after lexical verb stem (either followed by ‘gij’ or not) instead of t-morpheme + gij or no t-morpheme + jij/je (e.g., ‘denktegij’)
final t after simple past verb, irregular, third-person singular instead of no t (‘kreegt’ instead of ‘kreeg’)
third-person singular pronoun + stem instead of stem + t (present)

1.3. Noun phrase morphology
‘ons’ + plural noun (instead of ‘onze’)
‘ons’ + non-neuter singular noun (instead of ‘onze’)
adjective in stem form + non-neuter singular noun (instead of adjective + -e)
‘ons’ or article + proper noun
lack of morphological distinctions that are made in nonlocal varieties: ‘u’ + noun instead of ‘uw’ + noun; ‘dees’ instead of ‘deze’ or ‘dit’ or ‘dat’
some diminutive forms in -eke, -ke, -ske, and -eske that do not appear to be generally used in Flanders (e.g., lieke, touwke, kuske, kleineke, ‘bolleke’ instead of ‘snoepje’, ‘beke’ instead of ‘beetje’)

1.4. Conjunctions and prepositions
‘voort’ instead of ‘om’ in infinitival phrases
‘da(t)’ instead of ‘als’ as conjunction
‘a(l)is’ instead of ‘tot’ as conjunction
‘tschool’ after prepositions instead of ‘school’
‘as’ instead of ‘als’

1.5. Syntactical features
double negation as in ‘niks nie meer’
full noun object drop
elision of ‘t’ as object after second-person singular finite verb, as in ‘g(e) (h)ebt (het)’
(instead of neutral ‘g(e) (h)ebt (h)et’)
‘da(t) (is) ne sterke he’ (where there is no previous mention of ‘boy’ or anything like it; just contextual reference) → in standard Dutch (but perhaps not in other varieties used in Flanders) it is not enough to change ‘ne’ into ‘een’ but also a noun needs to be added
1.6. Phonological deviations from the neutral form aside from dropped initial or final phonemes (e.g., ‘mor’ instead of ‘maar’); phonological features very clearly distinguishing Antwerp dialect (phonetic features are not taken into consideration; a general Antwerp accent following ‘standard’ phonology is not counted as local).

For example, an Antwerp-style /a/ is not coded as local if it is allophonically recognizable as a variant of /a/; however, it is coded as local if it is closer to the Dutch lax phoneme /o/ (so ‘jo’ (yes) instead of ‘ja’ (yes) is coded as local); the frequent [f] for /s/ and [s] for /z/ is counted as neutral; ‘sen’ is coded as local since the e-sound is far removed from the informal more general allophonic variation of the ‘ei’-sound (in Flanders, a lack of diphthongization is fairly common, but the onset is the same as for the standard, more formal diphthong; in Antwerp dialect, the onset sound is much more closed, as in Dutch ‘bed’; see also Nuyts, 1989)

coded as local: [wa sɔr] (wat is er)

2. Utterances coded as “distal” (D) contained at least one of the following features (the alternative but more local variants are listed in square brackets):

2.1. Lexical elements

- adjective ‘mooi’ [schoon] (pretty, beautiful, nice)
- adjective ‘leuk’ [plezant] (nice, pleasant, fun)
- verb ‘zeuren’ [zagen; klagen] (nag, complain, whine)
- noun ‘versje’ [gedichtje] (nursery rhyme)
- adjective ‘boos’ [kwaad] (angry)
- sentence modifier ‘(h)oor’ [zene/zunne] (you know, you hear)
- adverb ‘eventjes’ [efkes] (just)
- adverb ‘yes!’ (from English) [no specific local alternative that means quite the same thing]
- expression ‘ergens zin in hebben’ [goesting hebben] (to like something, want something)
- adverb ‘stuk’ [kapot] (broken)

2.2. Pronouns

- singular subject pronouns ‘je/jij’ [gij or enclitic d(e)] (you)
- possessive pronoun ‘je’ [uw/u] (your)
- plural subject pronoun ‘jullie’ [gullie/u/gelle/ge/gij (with or without ‘allemaal’ (all))] (you)

2.3. Diminutive forms ending in the allomorphs -etje, -tje, and -pje when there is another more neutral or local alternative available (e.g., an utterance containing ‘spelletje’ (game) is coded as ‘distal’, because the neutral ‘spelleke’ (game) exists)